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INTRODUCTION. Oxygen production will be a major goal during the early years at any lunar outpost 
or base. This oxygen will be used mainly for life support and for propellant to enable the lunar lander vehicle to 
go from the lunar surface to lunar orbit and return. 

Over twenty different processes have been proposed for extracting oxygen from lunar materials [I]. All 
include reduction of lunar rocks and soils and capture of the liberated oxygen and/or water. A few of these 
have had significant laboratory work performed to validate their feasibility. Among the most studied processes 
is the reduction of ilmenite by hydrogen to form metallic iron, titanium oxide, and water [2,3,4]. The water 
obtained from the reactor is electrolyzed to produce oxygen and hydrogen, which can be recycled. The 
processing would take place in a fluidized bed reactor at subsolidus temperatures. 'If the reduction process is 
not efficient for other ferrous-bearing materials, it may be necessary that the ilmenite be concentrated prior to 
reduction by beneficiation, a process which is likely to be complex and inefficient (particularly for mature lunar 
soils) because of the relatively low content of identifiable ilmenite grains [q. 

We examine here the reduction of ferrous iron in simulated lunar glass by either carbon, CO/CO;! 
mixtures, or hydrogen. Glass is ubiquitous on the Moon and extremely abundant at some sites (lunar 
pyroclastic areas) so that little or no beneficiation may be necessary. The mining requirements are also greatly 
reduced at sites where glass is a major phase. 

EXPERIMENTAL. We have performed preliminary experiments in which we exposed a lunar 
composition synthetic glass to reducing conditions at temperatures near the liquidus (1200°C) or below the 
solidus (< 1000°C) for the material. -Initial glass composition (Table 1) is approximately Apollo 11 soil 
composition. Reducing conditions were obtained (1) by sealing samples plus elemental carbon in graphite 
capsules within evacuated silica tubes, and (2) by using CO/CO;! or H2 in a controlled atmosphere furnace at 
near atmospheric pressure (Table 2). The resulting solids were analyzed with Mossbauer spectroscopy to 
determine the iron-bearing phases present and the relative proportions of iron associated with those phases. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. Maximum reduction of ferrous to metallic iron occurred for the 
sample (All-NOS) reduced with hydrogen (Table 2 and Figure 1). From the Mossbauer spectrum, 53% of the 
area results from F~O, and 41% and 6% from ferrous iron in pyroxene and ilrnenite, respectively. This result 
implies that hydrogen reduction may be a viable process for producing oxygen from lunar glass. The 
mechanisms and kinetics of this process are not known. However, the reaction occurs at subsolidus 
temperatures, so that it does not involve direct reduction of a melt. As the remainder of the iron is in the 
crystalline phases ilmenite and pyroxene, it is not yet clear whether : F ~ O  is produced directly from the glass, or 
whether it is produced sequentially from the ilmenite and pyroxene which formed by devitrification of the glass. 
-For the two samples which do not have :FeO (All-AJ03 and -AJ04), the pyroxene/ilmenite ratio is about 3.4 to 
1, which is ~ i ~ c a n t l y  lower than the 6.8 value for All-AJO5. This suggests either that some of the ilmenite 
was reduced after devitrification, or that relatively less ilmenite was formed because the glass was depleted in 
iron by prior crystallization of metallic iron. 

Reduction of iron to a metal also occurred in experiments using elemental carbon as the reducing 
agent. For the 10WC experiment (All-AJO2), metallic iron did form, but its relative proportion was much less 
than for the Hz-reduction experiment (10 versus 53%). 'For the 12WC experiment (All-AJOl), in which the 
sample partially melted, cementite (Fe3C) formed. Production of cementite would be detrimental to the 
application of the process because it would tie up carbon and prevent easy recycling of this reducing agent. 
While additional steps might be developed to decompose the cementite and recover carbon, this would add to 
the complexity of the process and likely increase the mass and cost of the required systems ~ i ~ c a n t l y .  

.In summary, subsolidus reduction of lunar composition glass with hydrogen has been demonstrated to 
be a viable process and should be considered for further development. The reaction mechanisms and kinetics 
have yet to be determined. .If this process behaves similarly with Apollo 17 orange glass composition (Table I), 
and were 50% efficient at reducing the iron, it would produce 24.5 kg of oxygen for each ton of glass mined and 
processed. For comparison, a similar amount of unbeneficiated high titanium lunar soil contains about 2% free 
ilmenite grains [q which, if beneficiated and extracted with hydrogen at 100% efficiency, would yield about 2 kg 
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of oxygen per ton of mined soil. If all of the ilmenite were 
concentrated by beneficiation, the yield would go up to 
about 100 kg per ton of processed ilmenite; however, 50 
tons of soil would have to be mined to provide the ilmenite. 
.It seems clear that the reduction of lunar glass may have 
some advantages over the reduction of lunar ilmenite and 
should be studied in greater detail. 
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Table 1. Composition of starting material and 
comparison lunar materials. Lunar compositions 
from [6]. 
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